Introduction
Sub band coding [1] techniques are becoming more popular for compression of speech and video signals. In this technique, an input signal is decomposed into a set of frequency bands by their proper analysis filter banks. In the reconstruction process, these bands are decoded, interpolated, filtered (synthesis) and are added together to represent a replica of the original signal. Several design procedures for the perfect and alias free reconstruction of the filter banks are known [2, 3] . However, higher bands are coarsely quantized for very low bit rate coding applications and then the signal is mainly reconstructed from its lower band. Hence the coding efficiency is improved by using filters that concentrate higher energy in the lower band. Such filters can be of B-Spline type. We have project a two-channel analysis and synthesis filter banks which are bi orthogonal and use B-Spline FIR filters. In this paper we analyze the error characteristics of these filters and compare their performance for image coding applications against the commonly used filters [4, 5] .
II. B-Splines
Polynomials are widely used in the approximation theory and numerical analysis to approximate smooth functions. However, coarse approximation for polynomials of orders greater than 3 or 4 may result in wild oscillations. Fortunately, when the entire domain is segmented, a class of piecewise polynomials can be free of oscillation. B-Splines basis functions have such a property and are commonly used to represent curves and surfaces [6] . Let X (u) is the parametric position vector along a curve, as a function of the parameter u, and then B-Spline curve is defined by
Where 2) The B-Spline order of the curve is restricted to the number of control vertices 3) each control vertex influences ± k /2 segments of the polygon. 
III. Proposed Algorithm
We tried compressing the images at low bit rates using 2 levels of spline decomposition and found that at very low bit rates, this can be better as compared to 1 level of decomposition but quality of the image is very poor. High frequency coefficients may not be useful, at low bit rates. Hence input image is smoothed using 2*2 averaging filter and also the LSB of all pixels is masked to 0 as it does not constitute much information. The above obtained image is compressed after 1 level of decomposition and is found to be better.
However for 2 levels of decomposition, the quality improved with preprocessing. But it's found to be worse than 1 level of decomposition with preprocessing.
For all the quality factors perform one level of spline decomposition, down sample the image and compress the image using JPEG compressions in both horizontal and vertical directions. Then up sample the image and reconstruct the image assuming high frequency bands as zero. According to proposed algorithm smooth the image using 2 x 2 averaging filter in both vertical and horizontal directions. Assume the LSB as zero for all the pixels. Then perform one level of spline decomposition, down sample the image and compress the image using 
IV. Experimental Results
In this experiment in combination with a JPEG coder for image compression purposes a B-Spline image approximation scheme is used. The overall compression ratio is the product of B-Spline compression ratio (number of coefficients /number of pixels of the original image) and the compression achieved by the second compressor. In this experiment standard JPEG was used as the B-Spline low frequency band coefficient's image compressor. That is using the B-Spline operator, the dimensions of the image were first reduced from its original size 512 X 512 pixels to 256 X 256 using B-spline filtering. Then perform averaging using 2 X 2 filters and bit-plane coding by removing LSB. The obtained B-Spline coefficients are coded by a JPEG encoder. SPLINE with1 levels of decomposition and JPEG compressed at a quality factor of20 SPLINE with1 levels of decomposition and JPEG compressed at a quality factor of20 SPLINE with1 levels of decomposition and JPEG compressed at a quality factor of20
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DOI: 10.9790/2834-1105019196 www.iosrjournals.org The tables shown below give idea about PSNR at low quality factors for different standard images Fig.2, Fig.3, Fig.4 are the comparisons of PSNR for Lena, Barbara, and peppers. In the comparison graphs we compared five methods. From the graphs we can conclude that at low bits per pixel the proposed method that is JPEG + 1 level of spline + preprocessing will gives the better PSNR value. Fig.5 is the Lena 512 X 512 image using JPEG coded method at 0.14 bits per pixel and the PSNR value is 25 dB. Fig.6 is the Lena 512 X 512 image using spline with 1 level of decomposition + JPEG method coded at 0.14 bits per pixel and the PSNR value is 26.9 dB. Fig.7 is the 512 X 512 image using spline with 2 level of decomposition + JPEG compression method coded at 0.14 bits per pixel and PSNR value is 23.4 dB. Fig.8 is the 512 X 512 image using spline with 1 level of decomposition + JPEG compression + pre processing method coded at 0.14 bits per pixel and PSNR value is 28.2 dB. Fig.9 is the 512 X 512 image using spline with 2 levels of decomposition + JPEG compression + pre processing method coded at 0.14 bits per pixel and PSNR value is 24.7 dB.
From the Fig.5, Fig.6, Fig.7, Fig.8, Fig.9 , the Fig.8 is more accurate one than the others and the PSNR value is more compared to other methods. So the proposed method that is spline with 1 level of decomposition + JPEG compression + pre processing method will gives the more accurate results than other methods. 
V. Conclusion
Here Pre processing is nothing but averaging. Hence the high frequency contents are removed by pre processing. Thus we can achieve low bit rates with relatively better quality. By using the two level spline decomposition the quality of the image may degrade. For this reason spline with one level decomposition is found to be the more effective technique than the other methods at low frequencies. Also in bit-plane coding by removing LSB is found to be more efficient due to blind discarding of low information in LSB.
